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A shocking American report
with lessons for all

A remarkable and chilling report from a subcommittee of
the United States House of Representatives detailed many
experiments in which people were exposed to potentially toxic
doses of radioactivity simply to satisfy scientific curiosity.'
The people had no hope of benefiting themselves. In some
cases they had given "informed consent," although it is
doubtful that they had been well informed about the dangers
of radiation. Those who were not asked to consent were
prisoners or hospital patients including the mentally and
terminally ill. The experiments took place between 1945 and
1971; the early experiments might be excused by the
ignorance of the long term effects of radiation, or explained
by the atomic hubris that followed the bombing of Hiro-
shima, but some ofthe later experiments took place when the
dangers were only too well known.
Some examples will give the flavour of the report. Between

1961 and 1965 at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
20 elderly volunteers from the nearby New England Age
Center were injected with radium or thorium to examine
the metabolism of these substances. The subjects had
volunteered to take part in experiments studying the aging
process but not a study such as that done. There was no
benefit to the volunteers and no long term follow up.
From 1945 to 1947, 18 hospital patients with a short

expectation of life were injected with plutonium to measure
the quantity retained in the body. The subjects received
between 1-6 and 98 times the permissible occupational dose
at that time. One of the subjects was 5 years old. There was
no informed consent, and many of the original diagnoses
were inaccurate; seven of the patients lived for more than 10
years, four for more than 25 years, and one was alive 36 years
after the experiment. The injections were represented as
experimental treatments for the patients' illnesses-a state-
ment that was palpably dishonest.
Between 1963 and 1971 over 100 inmates of Washington

and Oregon state prisons were subjected to testicular irradia-
tion to determine a dose that Would sterilise them. The
projects were funded by the Atomic Energy Commission to
the tune of$1 *5m. There was no long term follow up to guard
against the risk of testicular tumours.
During 1946 and 1947 six patients with good renal

function were injected with increasing doses of uranium-234
and uranium-235 to determine the dose necessary to produce
renal injury. The patients were mainly chronic alcoholics,
homeless, and emotionally disturbed-and one was having
hallucinations. The carrot for taking part was a warm bed in
hospital.

It is unnecessary to go on. Undoubtedly in these experi-

ments ethical standards were flouted in a manner that is
almost beyond belief. The one redeeming feature is that the
United States is an open society and therefore this informa-
tion has become available. In many other countries it would
remain an official secret.

Doctors everywhere will condemn this disregard ofhuman
rights, but these experiments are an extreme extension of the
phase 1 trial in which potential drugs are given in man for the
first time. Any agent intended for human use should be fully
evaluated in the test tube and in laboratory animals before
being used in man, but interspecies variation ensures that not
all possible hazards will be predicted. Trials in healthy
subjects must always be ethically dubious and are a breach of
human rights if participants are not fully informed or are
coerced into taking part. Thus prisoners, inmates of mental
institutions, and employees of the firm or institution doing
the experiments are not suitable subjects. The Helsinki
Declaration of the World Medical Association states that the
physician may justify experimentation on humans only if it
has a therapeutic value in terms of the subject.2 Some people
might willingly forgo their rights as an altruistic act, but
studies in which the person runs a risk but will not benefit
need to be governed by the strictest ethical criteria.3

Experiments within medical establishments are already
covered by comprehensive guidelines.4 What this congres-
sional report achieves is to shock us into regulating human
experimentation in non-medical, academic, industrial, and
military environments.
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AIDS: a faltering step

Last week the annual representative meeting of the BMA
passed by 183 to 140 votes a motion saying that doctors
should be allowed to test a patient for antibodies to the
human immunodeficiency virus' (HIV) without first gaining
consent (p 148). The debate was largely concerned with what
the proposer called "occasional circumstances," but the
motion did not contain that phrase and nor did most of the
reports in the media. The BMA thus appears to have
departed from the advice given by both the World Health
Organisation and the Department of Health and Social
Security, and, in our view, the decision might do' serious
damage to Britain's attempt to contain the epidemic of the
acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS).'

So far Britain has done reasonably well in its struggle to
contain the disease. In particular we have resisted the
tendency seen in some countries to victimise those in risk
groups and to use draconian measures in what will certainly
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